
Tennis section AGM 24th November 2020 (online due to Covid 19) 
 
1. Sederunt: 
 
Andrew McCullough, Ash Webster, Christine Long, Martin Long, Costas Petrakis, David 
Pauling, Duncan Ferguson, Ed Gallagher, Elizabeth Millar, Ethan Simpson, Fraser 
Copeland, George Cheyne, Isobel Campbell, Jim Campbell, Isobel Russell, Jackie Fowler, 
Jean Ogilvie, Joan Mackie, Kafui Akpo-Young, Keith Fowler, Marty Lee, Sandy Thomson, 
Sena Akpo-Young, Sheena Chrichton, Stephen Reynolds, Shona Ross, Stuart Trotter, 
Helen Low 
 
 
2. Apologies : Gill MacDonald; Carole Wilson; Pamela Brunton; Jane Hogan; Susan 

Paterson; Val Higgins. 
 
3. Last year’s minutes: proposed by Ed Gallagher; seconded by Keith Fowler 
 
4. Matters arising : none 
 
5. Chair’s report : see online report 
 
6. Treasurer’s report : see online report 
 
Fraser asked what the lighting costs were at the moment and Ed replied that they are 
expensive but the Sports Club pick up about 60 - 70% of the costs as lighting is used for 
the Rugby members too. It is particularly expensive at this time of year with short daylight 
hours. New lighting will be a good investment for the tennis section in the future.  
Ed also thanked Ash for his hard work in getting the coaching programme back up and 

running for the club. Ash has set up Clubspark so that it is user-friendly for people booking 

coaching. He also remarked on the increase in coaching revenue as 33% up on the same 

period last year. 

 

 

7. Head Coach report : see online presentation. Ash presented this and said that 
although he was appointed on 1st August 2020 he started properly on 17th August. He 
welcomed anyone wishing to contact him to discuss any points.  
• Lizzie Millar questioned how other clubs attract and keep young female players - Ash 

replied that this is something he hopes to look into along with team captains. 
 
• Kafui Akpo-Young asked what the situation is regarding the M1 team training. He feels 

there are a lot of new members who are of quite a high standard so he feels there isn’t 
enough space for both M1 and M2 training. Ash replied that he would like the strength at 
the top of the M1 team to knock on the M2 team and subsequently M2 to M3 etc.and 
therefore it is important that team training is for all teams to make sure training is inclusive 
for everyone.  

• Andrew McCullough pointed out that at present the M1 and M2 teams are in the same 
division and yet the M2 gents have not been afforded the same training opportunities as 
the M1 team. Stuart Trotter agreed that we cannot ignore that the top 2 mens teams are in 
the same division therefore should be given the same opportunities. Ash agreed that if 
court time allowed and the committee agreed then it would be nice to have some elite 
training but that is a decision for the future.  

• Fraser Copeland acknowledged that there a lot of good new male players but not so 

many females ones. 
 
8. Election of new committee members :  
Stuart Trotter thanked the club for having allowed him to be Chair for the last few years 
and then stepped down.  
 
 



Nominations :  
Fraser Copeland - proposed by Keith Fowler and seconded by Lizzie 
Millar Fraser has indicated that he may take on the CMC role. 
George Cheyne - Proposed by Ed Gallagher and seconded by 

Shona Ross Carlos Cellis - proposed by Stuart Trotter and 

seconded by Ed Gallagher 
 
9. Questions submitted prior to the meeting :  
• Duncan Ferguson questioned why people are booking courts and not cancelling if unable 

to play. He cited a number of times in the last weeks when he has looked on the app and 
seen the courts are full yet when he’s turned up there is frequently at least one empty 
court. Stuart Trotter said the committee has looked long and hard at this and is trying to 
work out a way forward. At the moment the best idea is to take a screen shot of the 
bookings and forward that to the committee so they can keep a note of persistent 
offenders. Duncan feels that e mails don’t work but agrees it is difficult and you have to be 
sure that no one has turned up for the full hour and that it’s not just that whoever has been 
playing the previous session has stopped a bit early. He felt that there had to be some sort 
of way to penalise persistent offenders. Lizzie Millar said some clubs have a name and 
shame every week to draw attention to those who stop others getting unused courts.  

• Helen Low asked how you cancel social sessions and the answer seems to be that you 
can’t so it was suggested anyone unable to make a social session contacts either Ash or 
Carole directly or mentions it to others in their what’s app group. It was suggested that 
there might be some way of finding an alert system on Clubspark but as yet no one is 
aware of it. David Pauling suggested people link bookings to their calendar but noted that 
it doesn’t work on android phones. 

 
Andrew McCullough agreed that people are booking 2 weeks in advance because of the 
huge demand for courts and then forgetting as it has been so long ago that they booked. 
•  
George Cheyne asked a few questions: 
• The 1st related to cancelling social sessions - this has already been answered. 
• Difference between “social” and “club” nights. Stuart Trotter said that the committee is 

trying to standardise these.  
• Team training for M3 is in twice on Sundays - Stuart Trotter said this was a mistake 
• He also questioned why there was no L4 training but it was pointed out that the session 

from 1 - 2.30pm on Sundays is for all ladies as so few were attending the later session. 
George pointed out that he was just going by the web-site so this has to be addressed - 

Ash has agreed to do this. 
 
Stephen Reynolds had some questions on the pressures of court time with so many 
members trying to book at prime time and coaching taking up a number of courts at these 
times. Stuart Trotter said the committee haven’t had time to discuss Stephen’s questions 
(the coaching report was only sent out 48 hours prior to the meeting so and the previous 
committee meeting was before that) but he went through the points Stephen had raised:  
• Based on last year’s coaching review by Keith Fowler 47% of adults and 43% of 

juniors participating in HTC coaching were members - has that changed? If that 
composition has changed could the members be told why?  

• With the enormous pressure on court time due to the high influx of new members the 
demand for courts is enormous and yet only 46 adult members are attending coaching 
which is about 18% of the adult membership. He also asked how many of these 46 were 
members. He feels that perhaps we have not got the balance right during peak hours in 
terms of the massive amount of adult members not taking coaching for whatever reason 
and having to be reduced to a maximum of 4 courts. He suggested that, given that HTC’s 
primary aim is to promote social and leisure tennis amongst its members that more 
coaching be moved to off peak times freeing up the peak time slots in the evenings and 
weekend mornings.  

• Stuart Trotter replied that the committee will be reviewing all this and that Ash has 
brought a lot of money to the club through coaching. He said the club may have to limit 



the amount of bookings an individual can make. Stephen replied that he accepted there 
were challenges and that he is not suggesting coaching isn’t important but is merely 
wishing to point out that once a vaccine comes out many of the people, who are currently 
able to play during the day, will revert back to office hours and therefore the evening 
tennis slots will be under even more pressure.  

• There was then a question (which had not been submitted prior to the meeting) from Lizzie 
Millar regarding the tasks that need to be undertaken by the person in the role of Chair. 
Stuart Trotter pointed out that all the roles and responsibilities had been sent out to 

members before the meeting. 
 

In conclusion Stuart thanked the committees for being very supportive of him over his 

years as Chair and said we have an interim person in the role as Chair until the new 

committee appoint one. He then thanked everyone for attending the virtual meeting. 

 

 


